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1. Introduction
This document reports on the progress of the elaboration of guidelines for the pathway
approach for the learners/users, in the sense of the users of the beta application or, at this
stage, the designs for the beta application.

The work programme was initially imprecise regarding several aspects of this report. Here
are a few corrections that are important to take into account:

1. The report was initially planned to be delivered within 3 months. This delay was later
changed to a range of 3 to 36 months, considering feedback would need to be collected
during the whole span of the project.

2. T1.3.1 suggested a lot of the information would come from users of the MYLK platform .1

However, the MYLK platform remained at a beta level and didn’t have enough registered
users when the SILKC project started, making it useless for the purpose of data
collection.

3. During the kick-off meeting, it was agreed that the collection of the initial data would
consist in receiving feedback from queried users regarding different tools they could
have used to improve their professional career.

As a result, this D1.3 report focuses on the implementation of the survey to collect such
information and on a very small data set confirming the process is ready to be implemented
at a larger scale.

1 a previous project supported by the European Union and lead by Haikara, also in charge of the leadership of the SILKC project.
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2. User Experience Survey

2.1 Design of the survey
The survey about user experience has been crafted around 4 tools:

● Skills matching tools
● Jobs search tools
● Training opportunities tools
● Training recommendation tools (similar to SILKC)

Essentially, we want to know for the first three if the user has used such tools before, what
the name of the tool was, and what their experience was.

For the latest (the tool *we* are developing), we ask for suggestions of the features they
would like to find.

2.2 Survey results
At the time of writing the first part of this report, the user experience survey has been
considered accessory to this project phase. As such, priority has been given on agreeing on
the full individual survey, which includes the 16 questions of the user experience survey.

However, due to the low number of results from the individual survey, the dataset for the user
experience survey is still too limited to be useful.

From very early and few (8) results (not significant enough at the time), we could already
observe that:

- skills matching tools are not commonly used (0 people used them)
- jobs searching tools are commonly used and appreciated (5/8 people used them)
- training opportunities tools are used and appreciated, but not commonly used (1/8

people used them)
- people are looking for a training recommendation tool that keeps them up to date

(notifications) as recommendations change

3. Survey results
Results started being collected when the individual surveys generated results.
These results helped us (as in the “notifications” suggestion above) to better design the
application. These results were processed manually, not by the Machine Learning algorithm.



4. Guidelines
As evidenced by the surveys put in place at the beginning of the project (and available in
appendixes to this project), few people had experience with similar platforms, most
experiences (whenever there was previous experience) being limited to using jobs searching
platforms and a low proportion of people having experience with training search platforms.

For those people with previous experience, a vast majority reported they were satisfied with
the platforms they used. None of them had had a previous experience with a platform as
SILKC, collecting skills and experiences to then offer the best training (or set of training) to
achieve a specific employability goal.

When queried about what they thought such an application would need to offer, most people
didn’t know. People who had thoughts on the subject suggested features that were already
planned by our team.

Our guidelines were thus mostly what we had envisioned for the project at an early stage:

● be easy to use
● offer compelling and numerous training options
● respect privacy
● allow to manage previous experiences, skills and a professional goal
● (obtained through surveys) enable active notifications of opportunities when they arise

5. The complexity of the pathway
approach

The pathway approach we initially intended to follow was based on the idea that onboarding
users onto our platform early would allow us to observe, at least partially and at least for a
few users, a change generated by the platform in their professional career, a they would have
found ideal training enabling them to become professionally more mobile.

It was an innovative concept (no other platform exists to offer the same features, to our
knowledge and to this day), making it challenging to validate with real users on the field. To
work best, it required a lot of existing data on training, skills and occupations to be available
on the platform *before* users could start testing it.

However, different factors quickly put themselves in our way and we struggled to execute on
those objectives.

● Initial survey : Because of the COVID-19 crisis starting about 4 months into the project,
business as usual stopped. People were worried and pushed back against our initial



survey requiring their attention at such a stressful time, or were simply not available (in
the case of OIC organizing these surveys in face-to-face meetings around training
sessions it provided). Results were poor in numbers and quality. These were initially
expected to help us design the application. We decided to reorganize the survey (to
focus on essential elements), which set us back a few months.

● Application development advanced swiftly, but non-technical partners only seemed to
really understand the purpose of the application once a first demo version was running.
We should have had better communication around it (and provided a demo application
in partial state much sooner) in order to smooth the process of development and
feedback.

● Skills framework : we didn’t envision clearly enough the criticality of deciding for a skills
framework early on. We contacted other employment and training organizations in each
partner’s country to know what framework they were using, but few of them had a
person really “in the know” of the frameworks they used, if any was actually used. It took
several weeks to get in touch with most of the people who had a partial knowledge on
the topic. In a notable example, FOREM, the largest unemployed people training
organization in Belgium, the answer was a mix of different frameworks depending on the
career category, which only made things more complex as we were looking for a
framework able to support the whole array of occupations and skills across Europe. We
decided for ESCO, which allowed us to start filling part of the required data into the
system. The decision was based on

○ Wide coverage: although not precise enough for some IT professions, for
example, the generic character of all occupations described in ESCO and the
apparent coverage of all sectors of activity made ESCO an attractive choice.

○ Language support: ESCO is translated equally in 28 languages. The SILKC
application is meant to be used widely in all of Europe, so being able to quickly
roll out support for a new language is key.

○ EU support: ESCO is fully supported by the EU and, as such, continues to
evolve and is freely available to all. This makes it a compelling case for diverse
institutions in Europe to adopt and should lead to more widespread adoption
inside applications of all kinds.

○ Structure: The ESCO framework is presented as a conveniently structured set of
skills and occupations (not *only* skills) interlinked, which makes it an ideal
framework for a project like ours, based on the relationship between skills and
occupations.

● Training information collection : we had underestimated the complexity of collecting data
on available training. We had overlooked the dependency of the training data with the
skills framework. If we collected training information without the relevant link to skills, it
would be useless in our system as we wouldn’t be able to recommend the right training
to obtain a set of skills. If training data was available on websites, it rarely presented any
link with skills in the ESCO framework. When it did, links were generally interpreted
loosely, making it necessary to manually review each training. This was rendered more
complex by the fact we decided to collect this information in 2 different languages



(French and Polish) of 2 partners : it required people savvy on the topic of ESCO to
actually review the listings in each language, then translate them to English for common
understanding.

● GDPR : We slightly underestimated the issues related to GDPR or alternatively we
overestimated the willingness of volunteers to maintain their participation in the project.
Developing the “pathway approach” required to keep in contact with the person over a
long period of time, without specific benefit from the person at this volunteering stage.
Through a series of restructuring of the platform as we solved issues discovered on the
way (thus making previously collected data mostly irrelevant) and some temporary
confusion for some partners on how we were going to achieve the pathway approach
goal, we failed to convince volunteers to use the application for more than a few weeks.
Because we also wanted to reduce the amount of communication (mostly seen as
SPAM abuse by European citizens nowadays), we failed to find the right measure of
notifications and requests for participation to be sent to volunteers over the lifetime of
the project.

● Machine learning : We had major understanding issues with the partner specialized in
Machine Learning. The application design partners (Haikara and BeezNest) expected
them to participate at a more technical level early on (when deciding which information
to collect from survey volunteers) but that didn’t seem to be possible for UniVPM at the
time. We then seem to have another major understanding issue about the schedule of
the development of the Machine Learning part. The application design partners
expected a demo version of the algorithm to be running by mid-2021, but only at the
December 2021 meeting in Ancona was someone really assigned to the analysis of ML
requirements and the development of the corresponding algorithm. Because of the extra
delay and the apparent communication issues, the application design partners
temporarily reduced their requirements to a Minimum Viable Product (considerably
below initial hopes cultivated about the ML algo) which were apparently taken as final
goals by UniVPM. This all led to a ML algorithm that worked in mid-2022 but was
considerably below quality and scalability expectations.

All these issues combined into a situation which made it impossible to provide training
recommendations (based on Machine Learning) early enough in the project so that we would
be able to observe the impact of such recommendations on real (volunteer) people.

We would have needed to have a full application (albeit not finished but containing all major
elements) ready at least 12 months before the end of the project to be able to collect
feedback on real-life impact to volunteers’ career pathways.

We identified these issues early on and adapted the course of the project to focus on training
recommendation quality rather than the observation of career pathways. The application
itself, however, now has the necessary elements to provide a full pathway approach. It just
didn’t collect the data necessary to evidence its impact.

It should be noted that the current application also goes beyond the pathway approach and
the initial design in other aspects (like the recruitment interface and the full support for the



ESCO skills framework in 4 languages and the possibility to extend it to all 24 remaining
languages supported by ESCO).
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